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ACROSS

1 Teaches a pet
6 Job which is often

given a figurative
golden parachute
when I wish they'd
give them a literal one

9 Comedian Gaffigan
who I can only
associate with his bit
about Hot Pockets

12 [29A] in 2015, [38A] in
2008, [58A] in 2021,
[42D] in 2004, 2010,
2018, 2020, [48D] in
1981, 1984, 1986,
1997, [49D] in 1996,
1998-2000

13 A little more, for a wine
glass or gas tank

15 [Movie trailer voice]
"__ _ world..."

16 NBA 2022 Defensive
Player of the Year who
might have a future
teaching?

18 DRs
19 Direction given to the

tech guy in any TV cop
show

20 Leave out
21 To load, like a cargo

ship
24 Diamondbacks on the

scoreboard
25 Where racists thought

Obama was from
27 Applied to, as an

ointment
29 Pro Bowler Aqib
30 Person riding

shotgun's job, briefly
31 Option when you don't

want the vin
34 Like an airplane

bathroom once the
seatbelt sign gets
turned off

37 Singer-songwriter
DiFranco who is now
up to 20 albums

38 Kevin _______: NBA
Hall of Famer, MVP,
DPOY, 15x All-Star
who (punnily enough)
played himself in
Uncut Gems

40 Did you know that in
the UK they use the
singular for the phrase
where you give the
government part of
your income

41 Asked for an okay
43 "__ ___ really going

out with him?"
Question asked in a
Joe Jackson song, and
by me to my partner
whenever I watch
reality TV

44 "Him" in French. (You
can use it for any guy,
it's not just a nickname
of Louis.)

45 Too much of a good
thing?

47 Facet
49 Middle bit
50 Wrestling match need
52 God of War (Roman)
53 "Big ____" : "I relate" ::

"Pog!" : "Awesome!"
54 Word after crowd or

people
57 Boat big enough to

hold 2 of everything
58 Bucks 1x All-Star who

might have a future in
travel?

62 Three in Italy
63 Brethren of nerds and

geeks
64 _ ____ a hip hop the

hippie the hippie to the
hip hip hop-a you don't
stop the rock it to the
bang-bang boogie say
up jump the boogie to
the rhythm of the
boogie the beat

DOWN

65 A movie about falling
in love with one of
those computer ladies
y'all talk to

66 A compass direction
that's the title of a
Hitchcock film? Wait,
no, the exact opposite
of that

67 Makes like a dog on
the couch

1 Channel that will be
playing Gaslight ('44)
and The Manchurian
Candidate ('62) to
celebrate Angela
Lansbury on Nov 21,
2022

2 [Lightbulb goes on
above head]

3 Damage
4 Hosted
5 Loomed?

6 Annual gathering put
on by conservative.org
where I assume The
Daily Show gets its
content for the next 6
months

7 Supposedly what was
yelled by Archimedes
while running naked
down the street
because he just
figured out how water
displacement worked

8 Choose
9 6x NBA All-Star

currently playing for
the Heat who might
have a future in
service?

10 Country that won it's
first Thomas Cup in
2022 (badminton baby!
we're hitting all kinds
of sports in this one),
defeating Indonesia
(2021 winner and
container of all the
letters in this answer)

11 Sailing ship feature
13 Russian ruler

14 Prefix with present or
potent

17 Singer Twain
20 "Well, come __ __"
21 Type of surface where

you'd find indelible
footprints

22 Yoga pose I'm
assuming was named
for the work
management software,
since that is the order I
learned them in

23 3x NBA All-Star with
the Suns who might
have a future in venue
management

26 From what I'm to
understand, the
coastal ones are the
worst

28 [18A] that men rarely
go see

29 Concert swag, often
32 The 4th of Super Man

Helps Every One
33 Many ICU staffers
35 Duck or Soy or

Donkey
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36 Egresses
39 "Oh really?"
42 Former WNBA Legend

Sue (who never took
up ornithology)

46 Dashcams for some
bicycle riders

48 Former NBA Legend
Robert (who never
joined the church)

49 Former Yankee
Manager Joe who now
is a Special Assistant
to the Commissioner
of Baseball.

50 Shy
51 Spa sounds of

relaxation
53 "Do the ____" - what

you're told to do when
things aren't adding up

55 Attract, as one would a
fish

56 Whitney and Manning
and Valley

58 Law degs

59 Daniel ___ Kim, LOST
actor

60 Provide help

61 NFL gains


